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Offsite DBAs remote
database management
solutions provide
clients with the
assurance that their
database systems are
running at optimal
performance. Our SLAdriven support options
ensure our team of
seasoned DBAs is
available 24 x 7 to
handle your database
needs.

Offsite DBAs Advantage
 Continuous SQL Server
database monitoring
 Cost-effective extension
of IT resources
 Less expensive than
traditional DBAs
 SLA or SOW driven
support options
 No long-term contracts;
cancel at any time
 Responsive support
from team of DBAs
 Increased database
performance & uptime

Reduced Data Center Costs

Case Study

A leading technology company saves over $200,000 using
Offsite DBAs' performance tuning services
Challenge
 Purchase new servers
to keep pace with
growing client base.
 Reduce on-going IT
support costs

Solution

Result

 Identify and resolve
performance issues to
increase scalability
 Tune database for
optimal performance

 Eliminated need to
purchase additional
servers
 Dramatically increased
database performance

Finding the Root Cause
A leading technology company solicited Offsite DBAs to review it's existing database
environment and make recommendations to scale the system to handle current and
anticipated growth. After an extensive audit of the client's database environment,
Offsite DBAs identified incorrect hardware configuration, slow performing queries and
poorly-written application code as the root cause.
The Offsite DBAs Solution
Offsite DBAs collaborated with the client's development staff and software vendors to
correct the incorrect database code. Offsite DBAs then provided the client with
recommendations and an action plan to resolve the performance issues. Offsite DBAs's
action plan included development, testing and acceptance testing, along with metrics
for success.
Reports and Recommendations
Once approved, Offsite DBAs's team of database engineers implemented the solution
end-to-end.
After implementing Offsite DBAs's recommendations, the client
experienced a dramatic increase in application performance and response time. The
performance increase allowed the client's existing servers to handle the current and
future workload, eliminating the need for new hardware. This saved the client more
than $200,000 in new hardware and licensing costs.
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